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1 Executive Summary
This document is the deliverable D5.1 HESTIA Deployment plan of the
European project HESTIA -Holistic dEmand response Services for European
residenTIal communities, and results from Task 5.1: Pilot sites planning
and deployment activities (M7-M18) led by GridAbility.
The purpose of the Deployment plan is to provide a single point of reference
to be followed throughout the pilot site deployment and integration
activities. The aim of this document is to identify the monitoring needs
and required measuring points for each pilot, which are hereby compiled in
a monitoring framework that supports the collection of the minimal data
sets necessary to input data on the HESTIA platform for the baseline
period.
Secondly, the document details the actual deployment plan of monitoring
and control equipment in the pilot sites, including timeline,
responsibilities, technical specs of the equipment and the identification
of any installation permits and regulatory constraints.
The deployment plan outlines general goals and plans the work to be done
in each pilot accordingly to pilot’s topological, technical, functional,
and user requirements.
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2 Introduction
2.1

Scope

The HESTIA deployment plan embodies the interdisciplinary nature of the
project. Although it has the functional role of planning the equipment
installation, it cannot be untied from citizen engagement actions and the
understanding of the regulatory context of each pilot. This task leverages
the work done with T1.1 pilot characterisation, T1.2 citizen survey and
behavioural analysis, T1.3 demonstration scenarios and T1.4 KPIs
definition, as well as T2.2 citizen engagement. The work done in T5.1 will
also prepare the ground for T5.2 (Figure 1).

Figure 1 – T5.1 interaction with other tasks and WPs within WP5 work

Firstly, the deployment plan outlines the objectives of deployment. It is
then articulated in the following parts: Section 4 describes the monitoring
needs and the data collection process from the individual households to
the HESTIA platform. Section 5 details the technical specifications of the
monitoring and control equipment for each pilot; Section 6 reports the
deployment plan for each pilot site; Section 7 concerns guidelines for the
installation and commissioning of equipment. The process of defining
collaboratively the content of the deployment plan provided partners with
the occasion to fine-tune elements of the platform, communication
protocols, requests to households and equipment software updates. A
successful equipment installation ensures that data can flow to the HESTIA
platform to start the baseline period and inform users of demand/response
actions being taken (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 – Deployment ecosystem

2.2

Audience

The target audience is consortium members, EU officials and project
reviewers. We also consider that it can be a useful reference for any EU
stakeholders in the energy sector interested in planning demand-response
equipment deployment, especially if they share with HESTIA partners a
holistic approach taking into account both technological and social
innovation.
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3 Deployment objectives
The objective of the deployment and integration activities is to provide
households in pilot sites with devices that enable demand-response by
feeding data into the HESTIA platform and allowing control actions. A
successful deployment ensures the kick-off of the baseline period and sets
the foundations for the evaluation period.
This general aim has several implications and sub-objectives:
- Recruiting a representative sample of households by getting citizens
interested in HESTIA services and raising awareness around energy
transition (WP2 and T1.2);
- Taking into account individual households configuration (e.g. presence
of Wi-Fi; their location with respect to the energy grid; the existence of
legacy equipment and control devices) and pilot characteristics (T5.1 and
T1.1);
- Configuring and testing the interoperability of legacy equipment with
monitoring and control one (T5.1);
- Defining a monitoring framework aligned with the project KPIs and
ensuring that equipment fulfils the need (T5.1 and T1.4);
- Outlining for each pilot timeline, responsibilities and any regulatory
or installation constraints (T1.1 and T5.1);
- Making available guidelines for equipment installation, verification and
commissioning (T5.1).
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4 Monitoring framework
4.1

Data to be collected

The HESTIA platform will handle two types of data: primary (issued from monitoring) and secondary (output from
service). The deployment plan focuses on the first type. Table 1 describes which data will be collected, their
frequency, unit and type. It will be updated in D5.2 with any additional data point that may prove relevant in
the DR process.
Data point
Total power demand
Forecasted total
power demand
Appliance
individual demand
Appliance
individual demand
Planned/forecasted
appliance
individual demand
Outdoor temperature
Forecasted
meteorological data
Historical
meteorological data

Unit of
Description
measurement
Instantaneous power demand for a given
W
household
Instantaneous power demand for a given
W
household
W
W
W
degC
Misc.
Misc.

Energy import

Wh

Energy export

Wh

Solar energy
production

Wh

Data point frequency

Type

Primary
real time - 5 seconds
cca. several minutes Secondary
or hourly
Primary
Instantaneous power demand for a given
near real time - 5
appliance
seconds
Instantaneous power demand for a given
Secondary
appliance provided by Non-Intrusive Load
near real time - 5
Monitoring service
seconds
Primary
cca. several minutes
Power demand for a given appliance
or hourly
Current data obtained from external weather
Primary
service
hourly
Forecasted meteorological data, especially
Primary
solar radiation, cloud cover
hourly
meteorological data, such as solar
Primary
radiation, cloud cover, temperature,etc.
hourly
Energy imported by a given household from
Primary
the grid
15-minutes
Energy exported/injected by a given
Primary
household to the grid
15-minutes
Energy produced by PV panels of a given
Primary
household, before being self-consumed or
injected
15-minutes
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Forecasted solar
energy production
Battery state of
charge
Battery state of
charge setpoint
Battery power
Battery power
setpoint

Wh

Energy produced by PV panels of a given
household, before being self-consumed or
injected

cca. several minutes
or hourly

%

state of charge of home battery

5-minutes

%

state of charge setpoint of home battery
Instantaneous power of a battery. Positive
= charging, Negative = discharging
Active power setpoint of a battery.
Positive = charging, Negative = discharging
Meta-data of each house (e.g. surface area,
number of residents, etc.)
Gas imported by the household
Indoor temperature
Relative humidity
Represents the air quality – volatile
organic compounds
Grid frequency
Voltage
Current
1 if a relay or smart plug is switched on,
0 otherwise
1 if door/window is open or if occupancy
detects presence and 0 vice versa
Light illuminance
Battery voltage of an IoT device
consumption cluster membership per
apartment/unit, per day. Clusters are
defined as specific daily consumption
curves
Temperature setpoint of thermostat provided
as an output of a service in charge of
control actions

seconds - minutes
near real time - 5
seconds

Primary
Secondary
W
W

Meta-data
Gas import
Indoor temperature
Indoor humidity
Volatile organic
compounds
Supply frequency
Voltage
Current

Misc.
m3
degC
%

Smart plug status

-

Alarm
Light illuminance
Battery voltage

Lux
V

Daily apartment
consumption cluster
membership

N/A

Indoor temperature
setpoint

Secondary

ppb
Hz
V
A

degC

Primary
Secondary

seconds - minutes
Primary
once
15-minutes
on change
on change
on
on
on
on

change
change
change
change

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

on change
Primary
on change
on change
on change

Primary
Primary
Secondary

daily
Secondary
15 - 60 minutes

Table 1 – Data points list
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4.2

How data are sent to the HESTIA platform

Data from the field are uploaded on the central server as shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3 – Data communication

In the picture is possible to identify three levels from the bottom up:
-

Field instrument layer, where instruments communicate with specific
protocols
MQTT broker layer, where data from field are published
Application layer, where gateways subscribe to the MQTT Broker which
in turn publishes topics to specific services on the HESTIA platform

MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) is an ISO standard lightweight
publish-subscribe messaging protocol, which operates on top of a TCP/IP
protocol. MQTT is open source and designed to be simple to implement. These
features, combined with the advantage of requiring limited communication
bandwidth, make it ideal for use in various situations, including Machine
to Machine (M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT) communications. Its ease of
use on the client side makes it ideal for communicating with
instrumentation installed in the field.
The
process
on
which
the
MQTT
protocol
is
based
is
called
“publish/subscribe” (pub/sub) and is proposed as an alternative to
traditional client/server architectures, in which the client communicates
directly with an endpoint.
The pub/sub model decouples the client that sends the message (publisher)
from the clients that receive it (subscribers), without ever putting them
in direct contact or informing one of the existence of the other. The
connection is managed by a third component, the broker, which takes care
of filtering incoming messages and distributing them correctly to
subscribers.
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The main aspects of this type of architecture are:
-

The publisher and the subscriber do not need to share parameters such
as IP address, port or other sensitive parameters
the publisher and the subscriber must not be operational at the same
time
operations on both components must not be interrupted during the
publication or reception phase

In this way, in the current application, direct communication between the
instrumentation in the field and the visualization and analysis clients is
eliminated. In addition, the broker's routing makes the system more
scalable.
The MQTT protocol therefore allows to operate in real time and
asynchronously, so as not to block the tasks during pub/sub operations.
The MQTT connection always takes place between the client and the broker,
the clients are never put in direct contact with each other. Once the
connection is established, the broker keeps it operational until the client
sends a disconnection message.
Data obtained via MQTT will be processed to calculate consumption and
production baselines.

4.3

Architecture of the monitoring solution

Devices provided by partner Develco are the monitoring solution that all
pilots have in common, in addition to the pilot specific equipment which
will be presented later in the document. The architecture of the
monitoring solution is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Architecture of the monitoring solution

Different type and number of sensors can be installed in households. The
more diverse types of instruments installed, the greater the data available
and consequently the baseline will be more precise and the participation
of the single housing unit in the energy community will be higher.
The main element of the Develco hardware architecture is the Gateway, that
consists of a Linux platform, including a long-term Linux kernel and a
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root file system. The root file system contains a number of standard Linux
utilities. The Linux platform has been developed to make it as easy as
possible for technicians to include any functionality in the final
solution. The hubs bridge wireless devices across communication protocols
and brands. The gateways are flexible white label platforms for connecting
all devices in a security, home care and energy management system. The
gateways support a wide range of communication protocols, including Zigbee,
WLAN, Wireless M-Bus, Z-Wave, Bluetooth, and Bluetooth Low Energy.
Through one of these protocols, the gateway can collect data from every
instrument present on field. Also, the gateway comes with different APIs
that allow users to deploy different software solutions to read data and
send inputs to field instruments.
Communication with central server is set up via TCP/IP protocol. For HESTIA
platform, MQTT protocol is used to send data. The gateway will translate
data from sensors and meters in MQTT messages to publish on the broker.
In the absence of an internet network, a 3G/4G router can be used.
A representation of the different layers of communication in Develco
ecosystem is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Develco’s equipment layers of communication

4.4

Pilots architecture

The following graphs illustrate the system and software architecture for
each pilot, providing a visual representation of how devices can
communicate with the HESTIA platform and partners’ servers.
Italian pilot (Berchidda) architecture
Smart Meters and Hubs provided by NesosNet (see 5.1.2) are installed at
the household either substituting the old meter or being coupled to it.
The smart meters can connect to the Internet via various technologies
(WiFi/Ethernet to the Local Area Network of the house, LoRa if LoRaWan
gateways are present, GSM in case no other connectivity is possible). Once
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connected to the internet they will send data via the PROSUME middleware
which computes the Business Logics that will be customized for the
Berchidda Community Members so to be able to apply the logics which comply
to the actual incentivization plan as drafted by new Italian regulation
directives related to Energy Communities (binding to the REDII and IEM
European directives). The PROSUME module will be responsible of registering
the settlement procedures, sending the cryptographically elaborated
results to the Blockchain of choice (PROSUME one and/or iLeco one) and to
the HESTIA DB from which the software will also receive valuable info
related to energy pricing and methods. At the same time the smartmeters
will transfer all metering relevant data to the MQTT Broker installed by
Pupin and to the NesosNet Server for billing purposes (Figure 6).

Figure 6 – IT pilot system architecture)

Dutch pilot (Voorhout) architecture
Two types of gateways are installed in the households, Develco and
Bliqvanger. The Develco gateways are used to integrate a set of sensors to
be installed in the households, such as air quality, temperature, smart
plugs, motion sensors or smart meters. The Develco gateway can send the
data to the HESTIA platform following the Canonical Data Model (CDM), via
MQTT, via internet (Wifi, ethernet or GSM protocols are supported). The
Bliqvanger gateway is used to send the data from the legacy smart meter,
it sends the data to the i.LECO platform via API (HTTPS) and the data is
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forwarded to the HESTIA platform under the CDM specifications.
Additionally, a set of households have home batteries installed connected
to the i.LECO platform via Bliqvanger by means of integration with the
Battery Management System (BMS) and Hybrid inverter. Lastly, there is a
Community Battery (MIDAC) installed in a farmhouse, connected to the i.LECO
platform via a MAC+ gateway (Figure 7).

Figure 7 - NL pilot architecture

French pilot (Palaiseau) architecture
In the French pilot architecture (Figure 8), measured data originates from
two sources: from Develco sensors installed in the home for the measurement
of temperature, humidity, air quality or specific electricity measured on
given appliances through smart plugs; and from the Linky smart meter
augmented with a Zigbee transceiver (ERL Zigbee) that allows the
measurement of 4s load curves. This set of sensors and the Linky transceiver
are part of a Zigbee network. The data is collected by the EDF gateway,
that connects to the internet through the participant’s internet Box
(router) via Wifi. The data is then sent to the EDF infrastructure and to
the HESTIA platform using the MQTTS protocol and according to the HESTIA
CDM specifications.
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Figure 8 - FR pilot system architecture
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5 Equipment specs
Table 2 provides an overview of monitoring and control equipment deployed
at multiple sites.
PILOTS
Equipment
name

Manufactur
Type
er

Develco
Gateway

New

Develco

Develco
Motion
sensor

New

Develco

Develco
External
meter
interface

Develco
Smart plug

New

Develco

Develco Air
quality
sensor
New

Develco

Develco
Window
sensor

Develco

Develco
Humidity
sensor
New
MIDAC
Residential
Lithium
Batteries
of 5,1kWh
New
MIDAC
Single
50kWh
Community
Lithium
Battery
New

Nesos net
meter

New

//
occupancy, alarm, light
intensity, temperature,
battery,
networklinkstrength,
online
power, energy,
networklinkstrength,
battery, online

Develco

New

New

Data points it provides

voltage, current, power,
energy, frequency, onoff, networklinkstrength,
online
temperature, humidity,
voc,
networklengthstrength,
battery, online
alarm, temperature,
networklinkstrength,
battery, online

IT

FR

NL

#

#

#

0
(covered
by Linky
ERL/gate
30 way)

90

46

120

138

0
(covered
by Linky
ERL/gate
30 way)

46

120

160

184

30

40

46

150

200

230

90

120

138

20

0

0

0

0

1

30

0

0

humidity, temperature,
networklinkstrength,
battery, online
Develco
SOC, Battery Voltage,
Battery Current, output
AC power
MIDAC
SOC, Battery Voltage,
Battery Current, output
AC power
MIDAC

Nesos net

Energy consumption;
Active Power; Reactive
Power; Active Energy;
Reactive Energy; Voltage;
Frequency; Current; Power
Factor

Table 2 – Overview of equipment to be deployed
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5.1.1

Equipment deployed in multiple pilots

All the pilots have in common a set of sensors, smart plugs and related
gateways provided by partner Develco. This section details their main
technical features.

Gateway
Squid.link 2B
(option 1)

Squid.link 2X
(option 2)

Key features
 Flexible, modular
platform
 Multiple wireless
protocols
 Secure platform
 Programmable Linux
Platform
 Configurable
design, hardware &
software
 Cloud integrations
available

Key features
 Flexible,
modular
platform
 Multiple
wireless
protocols
 Secure platform
 Powerful CPU
 Programmable
Linux Platform
 Configurable
design,
hardware &
software
 Cloud
integrations
available

Motion sensor mini
Key features:
 Separate occupancy and alarm
output (no false triggering)
 Tamper protection
 Light and temperature sensor
 Wall, corner or ceiling mounting
 3 years+ battery life
 Zigbee certified

External meter interface
Key features:
 LED/IR sensor
 P1, S0 or Pulse interfaces
available on request (MOQ
5000)
 Zigbee Home Automation 1.2
compliant

Smart plug
20

Key features:
 Current and temperature
protection
 100.000 switching – no loss of
performance
 Precision power meter (Class
2)
 Safe mode (auto on/off)
 Alarm @ power cut
 World's smallest smart plug
 Zigbee certified

Air quality sensor
Key features:
 Continuous monitoring of VOC
levels
 Accurate humidity,
temperature and air quality
reporting
 Long battery life

Window sensor
Key features:
 Magnetic sensor - IAS zone
 Dual output Alarm, open/close
 Tamper protection
 Temperature sensor
 Long distance (neodym magnet)
 9 years+ battery life
 Zigbee certified

Humidity sensor
Key features:
 Humidity measurement
 Temperature sensor
 5+ years battery life
 Zigbee certified

5.1.2

Italian pilot specific equipment

Smart meter
The EnergyHUB 2.1 smart meter is a modular device, mainly composed of a
controller (“Smart Hub”, Figure 9) and a three-phase MID-certified3
measurement device (Figure 10). When a meter is installed for metering
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purposes, it can be coupled with a “Smart hub”, a gateway that collects
info eventually from multiple « smart meters ».
The modular device is bidirectional and multichannel (Wi-Fi, LoRA, GPRS,
BLE). The smart meter provides direct access to load curve data. Smart
meters will be provided to 30 households by NesosNet (part of the
GridAbility joint venture).

Figure 9 -

Figure 10 -

NesosNet Smart Hub

NesosNet smart meter

The main features of this smart meter are displayed in Table 3, adapted
from D1.1:
Measurement









Energy consumption
Active Power
Reactive Power
Active Energy
Reactive Energy
Voltage
Frequency
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Sampling
frequency
Alarming

Upgrading
Security
Control
Interoperability

 Current
 Power Factor
15 minutes






Power line drop
Out-of-range frequencies
Over/undervoltage
Power threshold exceeded
Low power factor (phase shift)

Remote upgrade
Data security encryption and SSL certificates
Remote management and remote control
Interoperability with third parties and data export in
various formats (CSV, MS Excel, JSON...)
Table 3 – NesosNet smart meter features
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The EnergyHUB 2.1 smart meter will provide data on energy consumption within households. Namely, it will
collect the following measurements for the baseline:
Measurement

building

source

unit

medium or
energy type

direction (if applicable)

measuremen
t type

Active_energy_imported_Wh

apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#
apartment
#

smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter
smart
meter

Wh

cumulative

to smart

cumulative

15

15

to smart

cumulative

15

15

to smart

cumulative

15

15

to smart

cumulative

15

15

to smart

cumulative

15

15

to smart

pulse

15

15

W

power

to smart

pulse

15

15

VAR

power

to smart

pulse

15

15

VAR

power

to smart

pulse

15

15

VA

power

to smart

pulse

15

15

VA

power

to smart

pulse

15

15

Hz

Frequency

to smart

pulse

15

15

V

current

to smart

pulse

15

15

Wh

energy

to smart

cumulative

15

15

W

power

to smart

cumulative

15

15

UID

Unique ID

from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter
from fiscal meter
meter serial

to smart

W

active
energy
active
energy
reactive
energy
reactive
energy
reactive
energy
reactive
energy
power

or smart

string

15

15

Active_energy_exported_Wh
Reactive_energy_imported_V
ARh
Reactive_energy_exported_V
ARh
Apparent_energy_imported_V
ah
Apparent_energy_exported_V
ah
Active_power_imported_W
Active_power_exported_W
Reactive_power_imported_VA
R
Reactive_power_exported_VA
R
Apparent_power_imported_VA
Apparent_power_exported_VA
Supply_frequency_Hz
Power_source_variation_V
Grid_injected_energy
Grid_injected_power
subID

Wh
VARh
VARh
Vah
Vah

data
frequency
granular
of
ity
readouts
15
15

Table 4 – IT pilot smart meter measurements
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Batteries
The Energy Storage System deployed in Berchidda use case by partner MIDAC
will be composed of 51,2V Lithium battery pack with 100Ah of capacity (5,1
kWh of energy) (Figure 11) and a power converter (inverter, Figure 12)
that will push and pull energy from the grid to the battery. They will be
installed in 20 dwellings which have already solar panels.
MIDAC RES 5.1
Chemistry
Dimension (LxWxH)
Weight
Nominal Voltage
Capacity
Energy
Operating
Temperature
Comunication
Protocol

LFP
560 x 406 x 143 mm
45 kg
51,2V
100 Ah
5120 Wh
-20°C/55°C
CAN Open

Figure 11 - IT pilot battery specs

The power converter is the Victron MultiPlus-II 120V 48/3000/35-50:
Victron MultiPlus-II 120V 48/3000/35-50
DC Input voltage range
38 – 66 V
Output
Output voltage: 120
VAC ± 2% Frequency:
60 Hz ± 0,1%
Continous. output power
3000 VA
at 25°C
Peak power
5500 W
Maximum efficiency
93%
Weight mm
19 kg
Dimensions (hxwxd)
536 x 275 x 147

Figure 12 - IT pilot battery inverter

5.1.3
5.1.3.1

Dutch pilot specific equipment

Legacy equipment (relevant for Hestia)

The smart meters installed in Voorhout are the Landis+Gyr E360 (Figure
13). The smart meter also communicates and collects the data from the
smart gas meter via M-Bus protocol.
Landis + Gyr E360-CD2D GPRS
Meter series
Communication techology
Smart meter requirements
version
Impulse frequency
Minimum, reference and
maximum current
Nominal voltage
Nominal frequency
Working temperature range
Figure 13

E360-CD2D
GPRS
SMR 5.0
1000imp/kWh
0.25 - 5(80) A
230 V
50 Hz
-25 – 55 °C

– NL pilot legacy smart meter
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The solar panels installed at some of the households are Stafier BiPV
PLM-105MB-22. Specifications can be found below in Table 5:

Table 5 – NL pilot legacy PV specs

Regarding heat-pumps, the equipment makes part of a wholistic solution
(called “Zero on the meter”). The main characteristics of the heat pump
(Figure 14) and hot water system are:


air/water heat pump
o No separate outdoor unit in sight
o Same energy source for hot water and heating
o Balanced HRV system with preheated fresh air
o Velux skylight, electrically operated for natural ventilation
in summer
o Boiler 300L, ± 50⁰ C for hot water.

Figure 14 - NL pilot legacy heat pump
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5.1.3.2

To-be installed external equipment (relevant for Hestia)

There will be individual home batteries installed in all 33 houses with a
Solax X1 Retro Fit hybrid inverter (Figure 15) and a Pylontech battery
system (Figure 16).
Solax X1-Retro Fit-5.0T
Nominal AC power output
Nominal AC current output
Displacement power factor
Max. Battery charge
efficiency (GRID to BAT)
Max. Battery discharge
efficiency (BAT to AC)
Standby consumption
(Night)
Dimension (WxHxD)
Weight

4999 VA
21.7 A
0.8 leading to 0.8
lagging
95.60 %
97.00 %
<15 W for hot
standby, <3 for cold
standby
476 x 464 x 180 mm
23 kg

Figure 15 – NL pilot battery inverter

Pylontech Lithium Battery H48050
Capacity
Nominal tension
Nominal capacity
Tension range
Discharge depth
Communication
Dimension (WxHxD)
Weight
Lifecycle of the
operation

BMS Pylontech SC-0500-100S
Controller’s operating
voltage
Max. charge current
Discharge voltage
Max. Discharge current
Auto – consumer power
Communication
Dimension (WxHxD)
Weight
Device life

2.4 kWh
48 Vdc
50 AH
45-54 Vdc
80 % (10-90 %)
RD485/CAN
442 x 390 x 100 mm
24 kg
4500 cycles with 90%
DoD 6000 cycles with
80% DoD

100/430 Vdc
100 A
100/430 Vdc
100 A
8 W
RS485/CAN
442 x 390 x 132 mm
8.2kg
15 years

Figure 16 –NL pilot battery

The local gateway installed in the Dutch pilot site will be the Bliq-vanger
1.0 (Figure 17). This gateway will be responsible for collecting the data
from the smart meters and interfacing with the battery management system
for both telemetry data collection and device control.
Bliq-vanger 1.0
Maximum connected devices
Compatible with smart
meter versions
Ports

4
DSMR 2.2/4.0/4.2/5.0
3x Serial
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2x Ethernet
1x M-Bus
1x GPRS
1x RF868
Modbus RTU via
RS485/422/232
Modbus TCP/IP via
Ethernet
146 x 81 x 25 mm
0.2 kg
<3 W

Communication Protocols

Dimensions (WxHxD)
Weight
Energy consumption
Figure 17- NL pilot gateway

5.1.3.3

HESTIA community battery

The Energy Storage System deployed in Voorhout, a single battery pack
with 50kWh of capacity, will be composed with a series of 10 modules with
51,2V and 100 Ah (5,1kWh each) (Figure 18) and a power converter
(inverter) with 60kW of power (Figure 19). The communication with the
HESTIA platform will be provided by an external device.
Dimension (LxWxH)
Weight
Chemistry
Nominal Voltage
Nominal Capacity
Nominal Energy

450 x 500 x 134 mm
45 kg
Lithium LFP
51,2V
100Ah
5,1 kWh

Figure 18 – NL pilot community battery module

Dimension (LxWxH)
Weight
Chemistry
Nominal Voltage
Maximum Voltage
Minimum Voltage
Nominal Capacity
Nominal Energy
Maximum Charge and
Discharge rate
Nominal Charge and
Discharge rate

450 x 500 x 134 mm
600 kg
Lithium LFP
512V
576V
432V
100 Ah
51 kWh
1C (51kW)
0,5C (25,5 kW)

Figure 19 –NL pilot community battery

The power converter is the SMA Sunny Tripower Storage 60 (Figure 20).
Max. power
Max. efficiency
Max. output current
Nominal AC voltage
AC voltage range
Weight
Dimensions (WxHxD)

75000 W
98.8 %
109 A
3 / PE, 400 V, ±10
%
360 V to 530 V
77 kg
570 x 740 x 306 mm
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Figure 20 – NL pilot power converter

5.1.4

French pilot specific equipment

The dwellings in the Camille Claudel Eco-District are equipped with a
“Linky” meter (Figure 21), the standard French smart meter that is being
rolled out nationally by the DSO Enedis.
The Linky meter is compliant with the French standard NF EN 50470 (February
2007) on electricity metering equipments. It provides information
interfaces such as a multi-screen display, programmable output contacts
and a digital information output, known as TIC (“Télé-Information Client”),
a digital remote information output available from the meter. The TIC
provides information in real time of the client’s consumption, measurement
of electrical variables, and tariff monitoring.

Figure 21 – Linky smart meter

The detailed technical information off the Linky metering characteristics
are published in the Enedis-NOI-CPT_54E reference technical specifications
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document1, which is publicly available but not officially translated into
English. The 54E specification document also describes the data model and
OSI layer model associated with the TIC remote information output. Table
6 summarises the main available data:

Data

Name

Character
length

Date and time
Name of the tariff calendar of the
energy provider
Name of the tariff
Total active energy drawn
Total active energy injected
RMS Current
RMS Voltage
Reference apparant power
Breaking capacity apparant power
Apparant instantaneous power drawn
Maximum apparant power drawn
Apparant instantaneous power
injected
Maximum apparant power injected
Mean voltage

DATE
NGTF

0 16 -

LTARF
EAST
EAIT
IRMS1
URMS1
PREF
PCOUP
SINSTS
SMAXSN
SINSTI

16
9
9
3
3
2
2
5
5
5

SMAXIN
UMOY1

Unit

Wh
Wh
A
V
kVA
kVA
VA
VA
VA

5 VA
3 V

Table 6 - Main data types available from the Linky meter

The standard contractual load curve sampling frequency (as processed by
the Linky information system and provided to the energy supplier) is 30
minutes. This data is immediately accessible from the recruited consumer
after collecting his consent and will be the basis for the first phase of
the Baseline load curve and energy consumption metering.
For the HESTIA project, and with the consent of the pilot participants,
the Linky meter will be augmented by EDF with the installation of a Local
Radio Transmitter, a Zigbee transceiver plugged into the Linky smart meter
(Figure 22), in order to access fine-grained consumption data with the
consent of the recruited household. This module allows for a real-time
transmission of data to the local or distance infrastructures and equipment
that will be used in HESTIA, including the associated gateway installed by
EDF (the FR pilot will therefore not use the Develco gateway and smart
meter interface). In particular, the metered load curve can be accessible
at a minimum time step of 4s. Once installed, the local radio transmitter
will be the basis for the second phase of the Baseline metering.

1

https://www.enedis.fr/sites/default/files/Enedis-NOI-CPT_54E.pdf
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Figure 22 - Installation principles of a local radio transmitter in a Linky meter (taken
from the 54E reference technical specifications)

Heating network: The main energy source for heating and DHW in the Camille
Claudel Eco-District is the heating network operated by Dalkia Smart
Building and depicted in Figure 23:

Figure 23 -

Illustration of the Camille Claudel heating network primary and secondary
circuit (Camille Claudel District Heating, accessed 2021)

The main characteristics of the heating network are summarised in Table
7:
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Pipe sizing
Number of sub-station associated
with collective buildings
Number of buildings connected to
the network
Departure how water temperature
Heat exchangers
Water return temperature

2.5 km
23
2000 (including dwellings and
public buildings)
80-90°C
2 per sub-station
40-60°C

Table 7 - Characteristics of the Camille Claudel heating network

The substation level variables (such as hot water departure and return
temperatures and mass flows) are managed by the heating network operator,
who will be closely involved in the Camille Claudel pilot activities.
At the household level, connected thermostatic valves or heat consumption
meters will be installed. Several models exist on the market and the
comparison of their characteristics and performance will be finished
October 2021, in order to choose the best fit for the HESTIA demonstration
scenarios.
EV charging stations: Two public charging stations for electric vehicles
are currently present in the Camille Claudel district. Both are EVTRONIC
stations delivering a charging power of 22 kW to two charging points each
(). They are being retrofitted by the CPS in order to propose Type 2
plugs only. The characteristics of private charging stations will be
studied during the HESTIA recruitment process.

Figure 24 - Public EV charging station in the Camille Claudel district
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6 Equipment deployment plan
In order to satisfy the need to input data from pilots for kick-starting
the baseline period in September (M11), the deployment plan had been
initially split into two phases, so that plans for baseline equipment
deployment could be formalised prior to the deliverable deadline
(October, M12).

Figure 25

– T5.1 timing

Phase 1 objective was to install monitoring equipment in a minimum number
of households by September to ensure a start of the baseline with data
from households. The plans for phase 1 were detailed in the V0.1 of this
deliverable, shared with the project consortium by June 11 and finalised
by July 14. They can be found hereafter under the “Deployment Plan Phase
1” for each pilot. Nonetheless, technical reasons (updating Develco’s
firmware and testing with the platform) and systemic ones (delays in
recruitment and equipment shipping due to the pandemic), have led to the
extension of Phase 1 to include October and the selection of November as
baseline start. Nonetheless, basic data collection started in September
with weather data.
Phase 2 ends with T5.1: its objective is to finalise the installation of
monitoring and control equipment. The submitted version of this deliverable
includes plans and reporting for Phase 1, and early plans for Phase 2.
Phase 1 of the deployment plan is synchronised with WP2 households’
recruitment activities and T1.2 survey. Indeed, the survey respondents who
left their contact have been considered the potential early adopters of
HESTIA technologies. Each pilot has done a follow-up to the survey by
deepening with participants’ behavioural and qualitative aspects of energy
habits, and the households’ compatibility with technical requirements.
October also corresponds to Milestone 2, participant recruitment finished
(WP2).
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6.1

Italian pilot
PHASE 1: DEPLOYMENT OF EQUIPMENT

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

PHASE 2: BASELINE, BATTERIES TROUBLESHOOTING

SEPTEMBER

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

W P2 VIRTUAL INTERACTIONS (8 HOUSEHOLDS)
Preparation
Participants recruitm ent and scheduling
Interactions
Analysis
W P2 W ORKSHOP (SEPTEMBER)
Prep
Participants recruitm ent
Workshop
W P5 PILOT DEPLOYMENT PLAN
Identify and clear installation perm its and regulatory constraints (D5.1)
Secure installation providers
Def ine and recruit m inim um num ber of households (D5.1)
Def ine prim ary data needs (D5.1)
Com pile equipm ent specs (D5.1)
Deploym ent plan V0.1 ready (prim ary data def+ plan for m onitoring equipm ent) (D5.1)
Arrange develco kit delivery
Test Develco kit
Install Develco kit + sm art m eters
Baseline start
Ref ine prim ary data w ith T1.4 KPIs (D5.1)
Def ine control equipm ent installation tim eline and responsibilities (D5.1)
W P2 Conclude participants recruitm ent
D5.1 Deploym ent plan ready for internal review
D5.1 internal review
D5.1 subm itted
Batteries installation

Figure 26 - IT pilot deployment timeline until batteries installation and related WP2
activities

6.1.1

Deployment plan Phase 1

The specific objectives of the Deployment Plan Phase 1 in the Italian pilot
are to:
Test Develco’s evaluation kit. The kit has been shipped to GridAbility in
July, to be tested in the lab of NesosNet, the smart meter provider, which
is one of the three founding companies of GridAbility. The test includes:
compatibility with the smart meter and learning to install Develco’s
equipment.
Select participant households. We plan to select the households and clear
any permits and regulatory constraints starting from T1.2 survey answers,
which saw more than 200 participants in Berchidda. In July we set the goal
to select the 30 households by September; our contingency plan was to cover
at least 10 households selecting them with the help of local players.
Install the smart meters and Develco’s equipment in the households. This
action, initially planned for the second half of September will take place
early November, so that consumption data can start flowing into the HESTIA
platform for the baseline period.

6.1.1.1

installation permits and regulatory constraints

Once the Phase 1 households are selected and confirm their willingness to
participate in HESTIA, the plan is to proceed to make them sign a GDPR
agreement concerning the sharing of their data with the platform and with
the HESTIA consortium. By signing the document, households agree to be
officially part of the HESTIA pilot. The agreement template is to be
provided by SinLoc to be coherent with the one deployed in the other pilot
sites.
The installations will be performed by an authorised technician of
NesosNet. The smart meter will be installed in addition to the fiscal
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meter, in a sub metering scenario, in order to be able to control both
consumption and production.

6.1.1.2

Households recruitment

According to T1.2 survey, 28 households were interested in engaging
actively in HESTIA. Beginning of June, we have done a follow-up with these
households requesting them the following information:
- Confirm availability to install HESTIA technologies;
- Provide their address;
- Confirm whether they have the Wi-Fi and they consent to plug the equipment
into it;
- Give availability for a 1-hour interview to deepen the survey questions
about energy habits.
Our plan was to ask the households who confirmed their availability to
provide us with an energy bill, so that we could verify whether they have
a single-phase or tri-phase meter at the moment. Secondly, we planned to
ask them where the fiscal meter is located, so that we can proceed with
one of the two installation scenarios.
With these answers in hand, we aimed to verify where each household is
located with respect to the grid infrastructure, to ensure they are under
the municipality’s grid. Ideally, we aim to group several households under
the same cabinet, so that we can enact a full energy community where the
energy exchange is direct and hyper localised. Hence, the ideal household
has already an internet connection, is located under the same cabinet as
other households, and it is under a cabinet where there is one POD producing
PV energy.
Although we were confident to recruit the full batch of 30 households
foreseen in the DoA, our “minimum viable number” of households to recruit
by the beginning of the baseline period was 10. To reach our full target
we planned to leverage support from the mayor and local associations.

6.1.1.3

Roles

Activity
Households recruitment
Develco’s
equipment
testing
Installing equipment
Connect
to
platform
(protocols)

Responsible
GridAbility
GridAbility

Supporter(s)
Municipality, AAU
Develco

GridAbility, MIDAC
GridAbility

Municipality
IMP

Table 8 – IT pilot deployment roles

During the preparation phase, GridAbility will be responsible for:
 The recruitment of participants,
 The collection of participant households’ information (address, WiFi presence, size, household structure, type of meter currently
installed),
 Testing Develco’s equipment.
During the installation phase, GridAbility’s technicians will take care of
installing the meters and Develco’s equipment, while at a later stage MIDAC
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will install the batteries. The municipality will support in reaching out
to households.
After the deployment phase and during the Baseline monitoring phrase,
GridAbility will be responsible for the immediate relationships with the
end consumers in case of easily solvable issues regarding locally installed
equipment (Level 1 Support). If GridAbility identifies that the issue comes
from a product from project partner Develco, the team will contact Develco
to diagnose and solve the issue. The recruited participants will have
access to a single contact e-mail operated by GridAbility for answering
technical or GDPR-related issues.

6.1.2

Report on phase 1

Phase 1 objectives where satisfied as follows:
Test Develco’s evaluation kit. The test took place in July 2021. Although
the early hypothesis was to not use Develco’s Gateway and cover its
functions with the NesosNet meter, from the testing it emerged that for
uniformity of data collection and platform architecture it is preferable
to utilise the Gateway. Moreover, the type of protocols implemented by
Develco do not fit with NesosNet plans for development.
Select participant households. The survey follow-up resulted in 8
households interviewed and 15 recruited by July. The recruitment of the 30
households was then completed in the first week of September with a public
expression of interest for the installation of 20 batteries, supported by
the Municipality and targeting households provided with PV. 21 households
attended the on-boarding workshop organised face to face in Berchidda on
September 16.
Install the smart meters and Develco’s equipment in the households. During
the workshop attendees signed the module with the GDPR agreement and the
consent to take part into HESTIA. Those who couldn’t attend signed the
document electronically. As a follow-up, all households have been requested
to provide data about the size, rooms, presence of windows, position and
type of meter (single-phase or tri-phase) of their habitation. The Develco
equipment is planned to be installed alongside the NesosNet smart meters
in the first week of November.

6.1.3

Plans for phase 2

Phase 2 will be focused on fine-tuning data collected and the layer of
communication between the meters and the HESTIA Platform to start develop
the automatic DR module, both on the platform side as well as assisting
citizens.
The installation of the batteries is foreseen for February 2022.
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6.2

Dutch pilot
6.2.1

Deployment plan V0.1

Figure 27 – NL pilot deployment timeline

Deployment phases:
 Integration of Develco gateways and internal testing
 Purchase of the equipment to be installed. Detailed below:
o 50 Develco kits (sensors + gateways)
o 50 Bliqvanger (33 phase 1 + 17 phase 2)
o 33 full hybrid inverter + 33 home batteries
 Installation of devices:
o Phase 1: November 2021
o Phase 2: December 2021 – January 2022 (hybrid inverters and
home batteries will be installed by late February 2022)

6.2.1.1

installation permits and regulatory constraints

Installations in dwellings will be performed by qualified personnel only
and following the NEN 4010, which deals with electrical installations for
low voltage and provides requirements aimed at the general Dutch
installation practice. The standard is based on NEN 1010:2015 and NEN
1010:2015/C2:2016, the Dutch implementation of the HD-IEC 60364 series on
electrical installations for low voltage.
Installations will be done after an agreement with the household owners is
signed, performing the installation of all the equipment at the same
installation visit (when possible), to minimize the impact and
inconveniences.
The equipment to be installed (gateways, sensors, batteries and auxiliary
components) is CE compliance, thus, it can be installed according to the
electrical standards.
The installations will be performed after receiving a Work Order. The
installers will fill a sheet in which the equipment device and building ID
will be identified, in order to have a unequivocal relationship between
devices-households.
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6.2.1.2

Households recruitment

Recruitment into Hestia will follow an opt-out principle in Voorhout. In
fact, Hestia is seen as part of the planned evolution (and course
correction) of the “PlusLeven” residential model that residents signed up
for with the purchase of their home. It is expected that all 33 households
will opt in for the first phase of Hestia. However, a potential critical
point will come in August 2022, when the current energy contract with the
PlusLeven subsidiary is set to run out. At that point, Hestia might become
an opt-in instead of opt-out scenario. It is unclear at this point how big
the risk of defection is and much will depend on the satisfactory execution
of the deployment and baseline phases.
In addition to the ‘automatic’ recruitment, 12 out of 25 households that
responded to the T2.1 survey agreed to further participation. 10 of these
households have subsequently been interviewed. 9 of them were present in
the first co-design workshop in addition to 6 other households who
responded to flyers delivered by mail. In total 25 residents participated
in the workshop.
Overall, the sense of those participants was one of excitement at the
prospect of being able to co-shape the direction of PlusLeven's rocky road
so far. Most of them came from the senior citizen homes though. In the
family homes, thus far there are fewer signs of direct and active interest
in the future of the district.

6.2.1.3

Roles

Activity
Households recruitment

Responsible
Duneworks

Develco’s
equipment i.LECO
testing
Installing equipment
i.LECO
Connect
to
platform i.LECO
(protocols)

Supporter(s)
AAU, 4YEF, Van der
Hulst
development
company
Develco
Solarclarity
IMP

Table 9 – NL pilot deployment roles

During the preparation phase, Duneworks will be responsible for the
recruitment of participants, while i.LECO will take care of testing
Develco’s equipment.
During the installation phase, i.LECO will ensure the installation of
equipment.
After the deployment phase and during the Baseline monitoring phrase,
i.LECO and Duneworks will be responsible for the immediate relationships
with the end consumers in case of easily solvable issues regarding locally
installed equipment (Level 1 Support). If i.LECO identifies that the issue
comes from a product from project partner Develco, the team will contact
Develco to diagnose and solve the issue. The recruited participants will
have access to a single contact e-mail operated by Duneworks for answering
technical or GDPR-related issues.
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6.2.2






Report on phase 1 installation

A demo kit of the Develco gateway and sensors has been installed in
i.LECO’s premises for testing purposes.
Bliqvanger has been installed for testing purposes and data has been
integrated to i.LECO servers
Purchase orders for Develco kits (gateway + sensors) as well as
Bliqvangers are ongoing. Expected delivery date for the devices is
end October 2021.
Installation works are planned to start as of November 2021 (33
households)
Baseline data will be collected after installations are done (end
November 2021).

6.2.3

Plans for phase 2

i.LECO will install in phase 2 (dependent on MIDAC but assume ready by
end January 2022):
 3-4 MIDAC batteries instead of 1 big community battery to be
installed in a farm
 33 full hybrid inverters + 33 smaller home batteries

6.3

French pilot

The deployment plan for the French pilot is described in the following
GANTT chart:

Figure 28 – FR pilot deployment timeline
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6.3.1
6.3.1.1

Deployment plan V0.1

Installation permits and regulatory constraints

The NF C 15-100 standard regulates low voltage electrical installations in
France and deals with the safety of the electrical installation and of the
occupants. Any intervention related to the electrical panel of a household
requires the intervention of a qualified electrician. The actions planned
in HESTIA will be in accordance with the procedures of the NF C 15-100
standard if the electrical panel is modified (for instance for the
installation of smart relays into the electrical panel). In the case of
the additional Local Radio Transmitter that will be plugged into the Linky
electricity meter (see section 4), the intervention of a qualified
electrician may be required if legacy equipment already makes use of, or
blocks access to the TIC connectors. A work order will have to be
established and signed by the end consumer.
The electrical panel must continue to be compliant with the electrical
safety standards. In addition, any modification for the HESTIA project
must be reversible: at the end of the experiment, a new intervention will
be necessary (including, again, a signed work order from the end consumer)
to restore the consumer's electrical installation to its initial state.
The installation of additional equipment that are publicly available on
the market (such as sensors or smart plugs) only need the informed consent
of the recruited households.

6.3.1.2

Households recruitment

The French pilot aims at recruiting 40 households. All households in the
Camille Claudel Eco-District are already equipped with Linky smart meters
and are connected to the heating network. The households will therefore be
selected based on the interested towards the project expressed during the
recruitment phase, the availability of shiftable electrical appliances,
and an objective of reaching a variety of consumer profiles.

6.3.1.3

Roles

Activity
Households recruitment
Develco
equipment
testing
Installing equipment
Connect
to
platform
(protocols)

Responsible
CPS
EDF

Supporter(s)
EDF, ALB
CPS, Develco

EDF + CPS
EDF + CPS

Develco
IMP

Table 10 – FR pilot deployment roles

During the preparation phase, EDF will be responsible for:
•
the preparation of hardware and software infrastructures adapted to
the French GDPR constraints,
•
the validation of the local solution from the GDPR, architecture and
cybersecurity perspective,
•
the purchase of additional equipment that is not provided by the
project partners,
•
the software integration in the IT architecture after the final GDPR
approval.
The CPS will be responsible for the relationships with Dalkia, the heating
network operator, in order to gather their inputs, needs and constraints,
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and to propose the
thermostatic valves).

appropriate

heating

control

devices

(such

as

During the installation phase, EDF and CPS will be responsible for the
installation of equipment in the recruited households, either directly or
through the intervention of certified electricians or plumbers.
After the deployment phase and during the Baseline monitoring phrase, a
joint EDF/CPS team will be responsible for the immediate relationships
with the end consumers in case of easily solvable issues regarding locally
installed equipment (Level 1 Support). If the joint team identifies that
the issue comes from a product from project partner Develco, the team will
contact Develco to diagnose and solve the issue. If the issue concerns an
EDF product and is not immediately solvable, then the issue will be
forwarded to the EDF technical support team. The recruited participants
will have access to a single contact e-mail operated by EDF for answering
technical or GDPR-related issues.

6.3.2

Report on phase 1 installation

The first phase of the French pilot was dedicated to the validation of the
cybersecurity and GDPR requirement associated with French law on Personal
Data Protection that emerged from the definition of Use Cases and technical
architectures, and to the communication towards the recruitment of
participants for the experiments and the co-creation workshop of 16th
October. Following the final cybersecurity and GDPR validation of the
hardware and software architecture related to the experiment, the software
integration will take place in October/November 2021 and the installation
phase (deployment of equipment) will then start in November/December 2021,
among the participants who have given their consent and validated the
Experimentation Convention.

6.3.3

Plans for phase 2

Phase 2 (starting end of 2021) will be dedicated to the constitution of
the baseline for the French pilot. During this phase, the defined data
will be collected from each participant household, and the correct
functioning of equipment, sensors and data transfer will be closely
monitored. Assistance will be provided to the participants who require it
either for technical reasons or to reply broader questions related to the
HESTIA project.
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7 Guidelines for installation, equipment commissioning

and verification
For Develco equipment there will be a commissioning application that will
be used to establish connection from each sensor to the Develco gateway.
Once the sensor is connected, the data flow will be as follows: sensor ->
develco gateway -> HESTIA MQTT broker -> HESTIA database. Once the data
are confirmed in the database, they will be used for verification. General
procedures detailed below ensure that the data are actually flowing towards
the platform, and that there is no problem with e.g. network connectivity.

7.1
General Installation and Commissioning of Develco’s
equipment
For the installation process to be less error-prone as possible, the
installer shall be instructed to install devices in the following order:
1. Gateway
2. Then mains-powered devices (smart cables, smart plugs)
3. Then metering interfaces (from location of meters)
4. Lastly the battery operated sensors / actuators. (from actual
installation locations)
This way the mains powered devices can act as range extenders for the
battery sensors, also during installation and this limits the possibility
of unnecessary complications during the installation. It is VERY important
that the devices are installed at ACTUAL installation points to create
properly functioning mesh network.
Installation guidelines
All devices should be installed physically in accordance with the
installation manuals for each product. To download the full installation
manual, please go to Technical Specification / Downloads section of each
page.
Ref [1] Squid.link Gateway
Ref [2] Window Sensor
Ref [3] Motion Sensor
Ref [4] Humidity Sensor (Air quality sensor will be similar)
Ref [5] Smart Plug Mini
Ref [6] Smart Cable
Ref [7] External Meter Interface
7.1.1 Commissioning interface
For HESTIA project DEV provides an updated version of commissioning
interface on the gateway, to assist in commissioning the gateway to
internet and to the HESTIA cloud platform. It will assist as well in the
commissioning process of sensor and actuator devices.
The commissioning tool is a web page accessible with local access to the
gateway, using either a smart phone web browser or as PC, as illustrated
in Figure 29 and Figure 30.
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Figure 29 - Connect to WIFI by smartphone

Figure 30 - Add device from PC
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7.1.2

Commissioning the gateway

Assuming the gateway positioned and powered.
1. Using a smart phone, tablet or PC, connect to the WLAN of the
gateway
The gateway’s own WLAN access point – SSID equals the serial no. printed
on the label.
2. Open a browser and open the installation web page
See section 7.1.1
3. Enter a “name” for the gateway.
Name should include the pilot location – apartment etc., this is for the
cloud to later identify where this system is.
4. Enter WLAN settings (ssid/keyphrase) for the gateway to access
internet through the building network
5. Enter settings for connecting to the HESTIA cloud
MQTT: may be preconfigured or loading a file TBD
If wired Ethernet/ Cellular is available, it may not be necessary to
connect the wireless LAN and these steps can be skipped.
7.1.3 Commissioning devices
Depending on device, after physical installation is completed, the
sequence below shall be followed:
1. Using a smart phone, tablet or PC, connect to the WLAN where the
gateway is.
a. (this could also be before installing the gateway to a WLAN
like above)
2. Open a browser and open the installation webpage, of the gateway
for this apartment
a. – see section 7.1.1
3. Open for adding new devices - button press (either in web page or
the physical button on gateway)
4. Turn on the new device
5. Wait for the device to appear in the gateway web page.
6. Select the device (may be more devices in the list), click it and
wait for success.
7. Enter a “name” for the device (name should include the pilot
location – ex: “living room motion sensor” this is for the cloud to
later identify where this system is)
Repeat 3 to 7 for each device in the apartment (note: Installer may
choose to do more in parallel, but needs to be able to name them all
correctly)
7.1.4 Verification
When all devices for a particular pilot site is commissioned, the
installer needs to verify the installation:
1. Verify that all devices are online - Using the local commissioning
web page
2. Verifying cloud MQTT connection
3. Download from the webpage log/configuration data and send this to
HESTIA (WP5)
a. These files may be needed import static data into the HESTIA
database, if the platform is not capable of retrieving this
information through MQTT.
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7.2
General Installation and Commissioning of MIDAC’s
equipment
The MIDAC BESS is composed of a Lithium Energy Storage System (Battery)
and a Power converter (inverter) that converts the DC voltage to the AC
grid voltage. MIDAC BESS is directly connected with the EnergyHUB 2.1
smart meter through the same wireless network and share data from and
into the HESTIA Cloud through the EnergyHUB.
MIDAC BESS has been designed exclusively to be installed in indoor
environmental and can be installed only and exclusively in proper rooms:
 Rooms needs to protect the system to avoid salt fog and high level
of humidity.
 Rooms needs to be clean and free from dust.
 The installation needs to guarantee the absence of flames,
flammable materials and heat sources in the vicinity of BESS.
 The installation needs to guarantee the absence of corrosive fumes
or acid vapours near the BESS.
 Rooms needs to protect the BESS from the direct sunlight to avoid
overheating.
 The installation room’s wall needs to be chosen properly to
withstand the BESS weight.
The installation must strictly follow national regulations in accordance
with the type of casing, the type of installation, the minimum safety
distances, the possibility of accidents, reporting and storage required
by the final application. The installation must be carried out only and
exclusively by experienced and qualified personnel. Power down the system
and check for voltage before changing any connections.
Installation guidelines
BESS should be installed physically in accordance with the installation
manual and the installation needs to be carried out only by qualified
personnel.
Checklist for batteries installers
After physical installation is completed, the sequence below shall be
followed:
 Power one the inverter and check if the grid is properly
recognized.
 Power on the battery and check if it is properly recognized by the
inverter
 Set up the Log in information to be connected with the local
wireless network
 Using a Smart Phone or a Laptop, check if the inverter is properly
connected
 Check if the EnergyHUB has properly recognize the BESS.
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7.3

Checklist for installers

Internet connection is available (Wifi, Ethernet, Mobile)
Gateway is connected to power adapter and connected to Ethernet (if
applicable)
For each device in the list, follow the instructions of equipment
vendor (e.g. Sections 7.1 and 7.2)
Login to Grafana interface, and check whether the data from all the
devices are being sent to the platform MQTT. This can be done by
inspecting whether the data point with measurement_id = online and
device_id = DEVICE_ID is present in the database.
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7.4

Information to be collected during the installation

Installers will be provided with the following template and be requested to record the location of each devices
installed, assigning an ID to each house and device.

Househo
ld ID

Status
(select)

Internet
connecti
on type
(select)

IT-001

Offline

Wifi

Online

IT-002

Online

Wifi

Mobile

Gateway ID
DEV123456789ABC

Device
type
(select)

Motion
Smart
plug
Smart
NN-123456789ABC meter
DEV456789123456

Battery
Air
quality

Location
(select)

Device ID
DEV45875421656
DEV456789123AB

Device name
Hallway motion
sensor

Hallway
Bathroom
1

NN-123456789

Hallway

Smart meter

MID-123456789
DEV12345679846

Hallway
Living
room

Battery

Washing machine

Air quality

Type of
device
connected,
applicable
only to smart
plugs
(select)
N/A
Washing
machine

Additional
information
Located in
ceiling

N/A

Figure 31 – Template for collecting information during installation

The columns in this template are as follows:


Household ID: unique identifier of a household. It shall contain the name of the pilot and an increasing
numbers



Status: the status of the connection between the gateway and the HESTIA platform. This field shall be
updated to "online", once the connectivity is confirmed
Internet connection type: please select which internet connection will be used.
Gateway ID: a unique serial number S/N of a gateway. It consists of 16 hexadecimal digits (0-9, A-F) in
the case of Develco device. For other vendors, another unique ID shall be used.
Device type: the installed device type
Device ID: a unique device ID of a device.
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Location: location within the household where the device is installed (bedroom, living room, etc.)
Device name: alphanumerical descriptive name of the devices.
Type of device connected: this is applicable only to smart plugs. This field will help to train later the
Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring service (to be developed in Task 3.4).
Additional information: an additional field to put more information.
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8 Conclusion
This document summarises the work performed under Task 5.1 to plan and
coordinate the deployment of monitoring and control equipment in the three
HESTIA pilots. The goal was to identify and provide specifications of the
equipment to be installed in each pilot, outlining plans to do so and
technical instructions. The work carried out under WP1 in Task 1.1, 1.3
and 1.4, provided inputs to kick-start this Task. Indeed, the pilot
characterization, the demonstration scenarios and the specifications of
the platform design, requirements and KPIs enabled partners to move from
the Grant Agreement general specifications to a concrete and detailed
deployment plan. Moreover, T1.2 and WP2 work allowed to get acquainted
with the households to verify technical constraints and identify deployment
roles in the pilots. This document is expected to support Task 5.2 in
defining and implementing the communication middleware and field level
interfacing. It will be updated with results from deployment activities in
D5.2 at M18.
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